
You Stay Connected. Your Patients Stay Informed.



Welcome to Aesthetic One!
Aesthetic One is the first and only breast implant registration platform built to inform 
and empower your patients - available through an easy-to-use app and online portal.
Designed to save your o�ce time with HIPAA-compliant patient communication, breast 
implant scanning, and digital record sharing. Keep reading for a quick walkthrough of 
what you need to know. 

Access the Aesthetic One web portal at
surgeon.aestheticone.com
where you can upload forms and patient resources. 



How does my sta� join Aesthetic One?
GET YOUR STAFF INVOLVED

Tap O�ce Accounts and select + Add Account
Input sta� details and select the messenger role(s) you would like: Billing, Medical 
Questions, O�ce Visits, Surgery Scheduling – you can select one or all. 
The sta� member will then receive a text message inviting them to download the 
Aesthetic One app. 
You have the flexibility to make a sta� account inactive or change roles at any time. 
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How do I connect with my patients?
STAYING CONNECTED HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
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Invite patients to download the app by searching for your patient by their first or last 
name within your Aesthetic One and follow the prompts. 
If you cannot locate the patient, simply select New Patient, and input their 
information. Once complete, they will receive a text message and email inviting 
them to download the app and connect with your o�ce.You can resend an 
invitation to a patient at any time by locating their profile within your Aesthetic One 
app and selecting Resend Invitation.
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How do we register breast implants using Aesthetic One?

SAY GOODBYE TO STICKERS & HANDWRITTEN FORMS
Locate a patient within Aesthetic One -  this can be done using the search feature . 
Additionally, ANN users can find through their calendar.
Then select Implants from the top menu, tap Scan Label, and follow the prompts.
Once complete, the registration will be sent to the manufacturer and an operative 
summary will be available to both you and your patient. 
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How do we message with our patients?
STAY CONNECTED & HIPAA COMPLIANT

Access your messages by selecting the Messages icon on your home screen.
Then select the patient name to start/open a message thread.
You can then message, share photos, and web-links with the patient.
Messages are segmented by subject making delegating responsibilities easy and 
straightforward. There are four message categories: Billing, Medical Questions, 
O�ce Visits, and Surgery Scheduling.
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How do we access/upload forms?
CAPTURE PATIENT DATA

From the online portal under Patient Resources select Informed Consent
You can drag and drop a PDF
Add the digital signature label
Add the “Group Name” – e.g. COVID-19
Add any tags you want – e.g. Informed Consent
Organize your content by creating group tabs and add any type of filter which will 
sort via search on the app.
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How do we upload patient resources?
INFORMATION ON HAND WHENEVER & WHEREVER

From the online portal under Patient Resources choose the type of content you’d 
like to upload.
Follow the prompts and select Save. Stuck? Select the Help icon for more details
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How can we share information with patients?
GIVE YOUR PATIENTS PEACE OF MIND

After you’ve uploaded your content simply find your patient in Aesthetic One and 
select an item from one of the following options from the menu: Forms, Documents, 
Photos, and Links.
All shared records are permanently accessible to patients and physicians through a 
secure HIPAA compliant document vault.
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How can we share photos with patients?
EQUIP YOURSELF & PATIENTS WITH HIPAA COMPLIANT PHOTO SHARING

After locating your patient, and select Photos from the top menu.
Select Add Photo to upload a patient image and follow the prompts.
Before saving, select if you would like to share the photo with your patient.
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